
840 [Boon I.‘Hi, —— is‘:

(3);; Us, or perhaps is omitted by inadver

tence]. (TA in art.

Li; (T. s. as. K) and ' 33 (s. M. K)

[both originally int: us. of 1: and hence,] IA

custom, manner, habit, or wont: (A ’Obeyd, T,

$,M,K:) an afi'air, a business, or a concern:

(Zj, T, $, A, K :) and a case, state, or condition :

(zji‘ T,‘ $1‘ Mi Ae'iK 1') and a deed, or work.

,1!- e

(A) You say, slat; Uh XThis is [thy custom,

&c.:] thy ofl‘air, business, or concern: or thy

case, state, or condition : and thy deed, or work.

(A) Zj says that 5,35}; j J35 [in the K111‘

iii. 9 &c.] means, accord.’ to’ the lexicologists,

1- Like the case of the people of Pharaoh : but in

his opinion, like the striving, labouring, or toiling,

qf the people of Pharaoh in their unbelief, and

their leaguing together and aiding one another

against Moses. (T.)

: see the next preceding paragraph.
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: see ‘r-Il).
r
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Quit uh é”; J9) [A man who strives,

labours, toils, or exerts himself, and wearies him

sel , or who holds on, or continues, with energy,

to do a thing]. (M.)

‘7.5!; (TA, and so in a copy of the $,) and

(TA, and so in two copies of theStribing, labouring, toiling, or exerting himself,

and wearying himself, in his work [&c.: or

holding on, or continuing, therein : see the verb].

(are)_ [Hence,] ifs»; [A hard, fatigu

ing, or continuous, nightéylourney]. (M and K in

art. gar.)_And QQSGH {The night and the

day,- ($,A,K;) which [are so called because

they] hold on their course in their alter

nating. (TA.)
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1. db, nor. 1 , inf. n. (S, M, K) and(K [perhaps a mistake for the next, which is

well known but not mentioned in the K, but see

abs) and its‘, (a M) and JL. (M.K.> He

walked, or went, in a- weak manner, (M, K,) and

with haste : (M :) or he ran with short steps:

(M,K:) or he walked, or went, in a brisk, or

sprightly, manner: (K:) or he walked, or went,

as though labouring in his gait, by reason of

brishness, or sprightliness: (M :) [or he went

along by little and little, stealthily, lest he should

make a sound to be heard: for] is syn. with
95¢

J‘: or, accord. to AZ, it signifies the walking,

or going, in a manner resembling that which is
O O I

termed J3‘; and in the manner of him who is

heavily burdened, or overburdened: and As, in

describing the manner in which horses go, ex

9 r"

plains Q'jl; as signifying the walking, or going,

with short steps, and in an unusual manner, as

though heavily burdened, or overburdened. (S.)

J, at!

[See also .2_[Hence, app.,] 4! db, nor. as

above, inf. n. and He deceived, de

luded, beguiled, circumvented, or outwitted, him ,

syn. (M,I_(:) [and visit; signifies the

same: or he practised with him mutual deceit,

1'‘ e .r Ir’ - J

delusion, &c.: for] am.» is syn. with 2131.54;

and sometimes it is with a quick pace: (AA,

T,I_(:) you say, til and fills: (AA, T,

TA =) and 3131,3311 i. e. ”“_'

[The wolf deceit-es; &c., the gazelle, or young

gazelle, that he may eat him]. (AZ, T, TA.)

3: see the last sentence of the paragraph above.
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3:33, and sometimes it is pronounced 7J5},

Thejackal ; as also V and V : and the

wolf: and a certain small animal resembling

what is called “.35 [the weasel] : accord.

to the TA: [abcord to the CK, and app. most

MS. copies of the K, has the last two sig

nification, and not the first signification: but

this is inconsistent with what follows the last sig

nification in the K, as it would require us to read

that Jlill, instead of 3:53.", which is well known

as the correct form, is the name of the father of a

certain tribe :]) has the last of these significa

tions : (T, z) or it signifies a certain small

animal resembling the fox; and this is well

known: and accord. to Kr. signifies a cer

tain small animal; but this is not known : and

I '

accord. to him also, twig, with fet-h to the e,

r‘;

signifies the wolf; (M2,) as also (3')"); (TA ;)

or so and and also the jackal.

(Lth in art’. is the only instance of the

measure Jae ($, K) known to Ahmad Ibn

Yahyh, ($,)‘ i. e. Th: (TA :) but there are several

other, instances : (MF, TA :) [one of these is$3,

orLSPL] I

I’ '8, I 4,

0'9!) and Q'jlg: see the next preceding para

graph, in three places.

I I‘)

,1}; A gtflamity, or misfortune: M, O,

K:) pl. Jill’. ($.) And Confusion. (K.) You

say, Us j?" The people, or party,

fell into confusion in respect of their case or

afl'airs.

3);; [That runs in the manner termedinf. ‘n. of 1,] is [an epithet] from Q'jbll [i.e.

ét'flrtitt], which signifies a kind of running, as

also VQQHS and 'JQH; [i. e. ‘fall; andpls. of' hi,’ ; the latter irreg., like 3.]; pl. of

9 win

(19!), q. v.]. (Ham p. 458.) [See also 353.]

and : see what next precedes.

} see the next paragraph, in four places.
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s‘,

b .- 08' See _ 0g,

1. "s, first pers. Q31), aor. 614.3, mi. n31):

see 1 in the next art.

ab

1. Lgls, and ll}, aor. Lgljé, (T, M, K,) int: n.

['53, (T, M,) of the former verb, (M,) and 5h,

(T, K,) of the latter verb, said of a wolf,

(M, K,) [and of a man, as shown below,] He

deceived, deluded, beguiled, circumvented, or out

witted, him. (T, M, K.) 2Yen say, I: 5.33, (s,
1' in‘

1;) nor. a) (51,1, inf: n. :56, I deceived, deluded,

&c., it, namely, a thing, (5, K,) or him, namely,

a man ; (so in one of my copies of the $;) and
)a so!‘ in, 1:?

so a .151, (s, M.) And [514.3 was:

The wolf deceives, deludes, &c.', the gazelle, or _the

young gazelle : (S, M :) or walks, or goes, in the

manner of him who deceives, deludes, &c., to the

gazelle, or the young gazelle.

L 3 u s

:51, and lube and ‘Ll-'5), (M, the last

said by IR, on' the authority of As, to be pl. of

I, e 9 J:

[the n..un.] ‘3.31,, of the measure (has, [origi—

nally L95s,] (TA,) The vertebrre of the Jabs,

[or withers (app. of a camel)] and of the back .

or the cartilages ofthe breast : or the ribs thereof,

J ‘EB

where it meets the side: (M, K:) or labia.“

signifies the ribs of [i.e. within] the shoulder

blade, three on either szide ,- (IAar, hi1, ;) sing.

'dél}: (M :) or ‘231;, (T,) or ‘:46, ($,) sig

nifies the part of the camel against which lies the

[piece ofwood called] iii-l6 ofthe saddle, alid which

is [often] galled thereby: (T,$ :) or (:41; is the

pl. [or coll. gen. n.] of 73315, and signifies the

vertebrae of the withers, in the part between the

two shoulder-blades, of the camel, peculiarly,

(Lth, 'r;) and the pl. [of 53;] is 1 5x57; = (Lth,

T, z) or the ‘Dial, are the vertebrre of the neck :

or the vertebrae Qf the spine: (AO,T:) or :he

two ribs next to the allies are called the gall; :

AZ says that the Arabs knew not the term Calgl;

in relation to the neck, but they knew it in rela

tion to the ribs, as signifying sizc [ribs] next to

the stabbing-place of the camel, three on either

side; and this is correct: :) [and it is said in

the L, in art. Ce‘q, that signifies the ribs pf

the back, of a man, which are called the :59,

pl. of six in number, three (‘in the right

and three on the left’.-] the pl. of [or mtlicr

the quasi-pl. n.] is like as is of 5L5,

nudge; ofj'yzo: :) and, accord. to TB,

. b3’ . .

is n pl. of ‘lab, as mentioned above, meaning

the vertebra of the neck. (TA.)

1.2, s '

14b ; and its pls. and : see the next

preceding paragraph, in seven places._Hence,

(a) 533 $31 The chi [or (s. Ma; 0

so called because it alights upon, and peeks, the

3.33 of the camel that has galls, or sores. (M.)

=Also The part, of a bow, upon which the

arrow lies : there are two parts of which each is

thus called, next to the part of the stove their?

held by the hand, above and below. (M.) a 3.5!;

[without a, fi-om the Pers. 36,] A child ’s nurse;

a woman who has the charge ofa child, who takes

care of him, and rears, or nourishes, him,- (TA

in art. L'y'mafi i. q. jig; both of which words

are said by IJ to be chaste Arabic: pl. (ebb.

(M and TA in art. (53,.)

3 , s a -, _

U5; and IQ»): see it; (in the latter part of‘ the

paragraph), in art. 1,}.




